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Munich, January 13, 2015

Foundation for Family Businesses warns of the ECB’s  
ABS-purchase program
Board Alfons Schneider: „Downside risks are not abstract values“

The Foundation for Family Businesses criticized the asset backed securities (ABS) –

purchase program, with which the European Central Bank (ECB), wants to boost the Euro 

zone economy. „The ECB assumes the credit risk of loans that were granted by commer-

cial banks to businesses and individuals on their books. Therefore the duty of having 

to bail out banks for bad loans and old debts is being taken away especially from the 

crisis countries in the Euro zone,“ said Alfons Schneider, member of the executive board 

of the Foundation for Family Businesses. According to ECB data the buy-back program 

can reach a volume of up to 400 billion euros, which is equivalent to almost half of the 

central bank’s planned 1 trillion Euro balance sheet expansion.

„The liability is instead shared in its entirety by all Euro countries. These risks totally 

burden the German capital share in the ECB to the tune of about 26 percent of the 

federal budget. German family businesses view this risk redistribution with worry,“ he 

said. Through the ECB, the organ of a supranational organization can make decisions 

that have a significant impact on the federal budget without the consent of the Bundes-

tag. But he who uses public money for rescuing or subsidizing banks, needs democratic 

legitimacy.

Prof. Dietrich Murswiek (Freiburg) has examined the ABS-purchase program of the ECB 

in a legal report conducted on behalf of the Foundation for Family Businesses. He comes 

to the conclusion that the Central Bank thus exceeds its monetary policy mandate. „The 

fact that this is a subsidy program for banks, is particularly evident in the fact that the 

security standards for ABS from Greece and Cyprus are still reduced. Banks, which have 

particularly bad loans in their portfolios, are apparently able to get rid of them at the 

door of the ECB,“ said Murswiek.

„The rekindled debate about a possible euro exit of Greece shows that the risk of loss is 

not an abstract concept“, warned Schneider. In a ,Grexit‘ the ECB and hence indirectly 

the taxpayer would be liable for any resulting losses. The risks resulting from the ABS-

buyout program may prove to be quite concrete one day.

Schneider also warned of consequences for family businesses: „The ABS-purchase pro-

gram of the ECB, can request the banks to repeat the fatal error of the financial crisis in 

2007, which was led by carelessness when dealing with securitization. The family busi-

nesses were among the victims of that crisis, without being involved in its creation. They 
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had to contend with a massive economic downturn as well as with restrictive lending 

by banks. Then came the demands to increase taxes to fund the financial and sovereign 

debt crisis. „It is therefore today of great interest for family businesses that tools such as 

ABS purchases by the ECB are used responsibly and are carefully controlled.

» Download legal opinion „The ABS-purchase program of the ECB“
(http://www.familienunternehmen.de/media/public/pdf/publikationen-studien/studien/Gutachten_Stif-

tung_Familienunternehmen_Das_ABS-Ankaufprogramm_der_EZB.pdf)
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